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So, here I am at my computer, having arrived home in the early hours of this morning and adjusting 

to the seemingly surreal world of Yorkshire, and more specifically Leeds.  I say surreal, not sure the 

word really conveys the feelings and emotions, but it’s the best I can find after a couple of weeks of 

wonderful isolation of Joya : Arte + Ecologia at 

Cortijada Los Gazquez in Andalucía. I was there on a 

residency cum retreat having applied when I saw Joya 

featured on art.earth’s upcoming opportunities late in 

2017. Having succeeded in being invited to go there, 

Richard subsequently invited a brief blog to tell the 

story of my stay. 

Joya is the brainchild of Simon and Donna Beckman 

who in 2009 bought Cortijada Los Gazquez in the Sierra 

Maria - Loz Velez Natural Park, some 8 miles from 

Velez Blanco, the nearest village, and a couple of hours 

bus ride from Granada. At the time it was a derelict 

row of five houses where the Gazquez family had lived 

and farmed. They had departed as part of a slow 

drift of people from the Andalucian countryside to 

neighbouring towns and villages. Often they 

continued to farm the land from their new homes, 

but in this case they abandoned both homes and 

land for Simon and Donna to subsequently 

purchase. Since that purchase they have slowly 

built a home for themselves alongside a facility 

which can house and support visiting artists with 

the aim of establishing a location where artists can 

take time out and respond to the amazing 

surrounding landscape, and in so doing start to 

also regenerate the local economy. Joya is the 

resulting enterprise. 

Cortijada Los Gazquez sits within a bowl of 

land within the Sierra Maria mountains, at 

3,000 feet above sea level. The surrounding 

land is arid and barren – indeed technically it is 

desert so small is the annual rainfall. 

Agriculturally it is fit only for almonds and a 

few cereals, with a constant battle to keep at 

bay the marauding pine trees which fill the 

rest of the area - give them half a chance and 



they take over virtually anywhere. There are 

umpteen sites where you can find old 

agricultural terracing now hidden within 

woodland. Just a few dirt track roads run 

through the area – no tarmac for at least 6 miles 

from Los Gazquez –  and which, with no-one 

living closer than the village of Velez Blanco, 

take virtually no traffic. You just get odd car 

passing or a tractor carrying a farmer who has 

come in to work on his crops. The result is that 

you can walk miles without seeing a soul – 

wonderful isolation in which to think and 

conceive work in response to this arid and 

fragile land which seems to almost be at war 

with itself such are the tensions. I walked miles 

oblivious to anything outside the immediate 

stark yet beautiful landscape. 

I came to the Joya project as a documentary/fine art photographer with three objectives in mind. 

One was to simply to (re)learn to contemplate and be mindful. I seem to have slipped into a mode of 

living which involved constant ‘doing’. Second was to just simply respond to the landscape. No 

concepts, no preconceived ideas - just ‘to be’ in the landscape and see what happened. Thirdly to 

research, to be able to articulate what I think my work is trying to achieve and how I am trying to 

achieve it. I had layers and layers of rambling 

thought collected over time swishing around in my 

head about ecological art with none of it seemingly 

particularly helpful. Joya seemed a wonderfully 

tranquil place to try and sort it all out! 

So, what of the outcome? Well I’ve had a 

wonderful and inspiring time just going with the 

flow, taking it as it comes. I’ve made some 

photographs which I am happy with and which I 

believe can be related to the nature of the 

environment and my ‘feelings’ towards it. More 

importantly the process of making those images 

has iterated productively with the thinking side of 

my visit. The clarity of the air has crept into my 

thinking and I feel I understand what I am trying 

to do better than at any point in recent times – 

and I think it leads to some ideas for outputting 

my work which I am finding exciting and uplifting.  



Too little space here for the details, but one of the key things is the realisation that walking is a 

critical phenomenological element of my practice. I thought I walked just to get from A to B to make 

a picture. No way – my walking is an experiential exercise out of which develops the ‘seeing’ which 

produces the images. I must also say that in terms developing a better understanding of what I want 

those images to do, and thus how it will go about editing and selecting, Richard’s talk/essay on 

‘ecological art’ which was recently reproduced by Art Cornwall was more than a little helpful. His 

thoughts on an ecological arts practice being ‘a way of being in the world, open to all its wonder and 

complexities, feeling rather than seeing, expanding rather than reducing……a truly a praxic opening-

out, a re-embracing of wonder, of enchantment, of the power of the mind and the soul’ are now 

fundamental to my thinking. 

I have scattered a few images around my text to illustrate the landscape around Joya, but to try to 

pull it all together I now add a couple of more ‘serious’ compilations arising directly from my new 

thinking, seeing and being. The panels feature flash flood water channels known as arroyos or 

barrancas. Whilst rainfall is low in the Sierra Maria, when it does come, it can come in a deluge, 

causing flooding and the waters forming dramatic and eroding cascades speeding down the hillsides. 

Such events are increasingly frequent, and you can see that in the obvious recent nature of the 

eroded gullies. The arroyos or barrancas thus seem to me to be a metaphor for the fragility of the 

local environment with the shifting nature of its battle lines, whilst also in the contemporariness of 

their erosion are a direct manifestation of climate change every bit as dramatic as the disappearing 

ice of the polar regions.   
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